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Let us pray.  When we say let us pray, we have a little

different meaning   from that usually carried with  the  words   nlet

. us pray'l.  We know that the mind of Being is omnipresent, and that       --:

our minds are open, and that inner communion which all people  are

seeking for who pray, is the result.   But it is something more thaI] 
-                                                       2a prayer of supplication, it's a prayer of asking and receiving,

,   S 02 -2-
or supplication and realization. EW

I 4%0
The  understanding  o f the mind comes  in play when one              

has true prayer. You enter into the real.ms of the
omnipresent        8 #E

IZ
' Principle of Being, getting your mind still, putting away thoughts    W :2
--

._..thA#- pertain -to.__:theeiternal life-,-and_quietly_realizing Spirit, ·rt/jij -,
Z

&                                                                                                                                                                      0
1,

you enter into the Heaven, you become one with that Kingdom which

IA. Cl--
the great Master, Jesus, said is within you, the Kingdom of Heaven.
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i Now, this opens out to us an entirely new aspect of pray-
1

i er,   and  we  say  that it means    more than supplicating, asking for

something  that   we  want   our   God  to   give  to Us. We have it already.

It is simply a matter of realizing that Truth. So that the asking

is just a part of the prayer.  We must not only ask, but know we

have already received.

Now, through prayer we come into the power of ma*tery, con-

trol, dominion, which belongs to every one of Us, and that mastery

is over our thoughts first; then our feelings, and through the mas-

tery of thought and feeling, the environment easily drops into

obedience. So, if you get control of your mind, the thoughts of

your mind, and your emotions, and your feelings, Mhy everything

ought to come easily.

r Now then, with this understanding let us pray.  This morn-

ing  our  lesson is about the control  of the outer consc iousness,

the external man; and, as a preliminary step, we will take up this

all through the mind.  We will pray, enter into the consciousnese

of the realm where mastery is.

Now, we will take as the central idea - now these prayers
e.

that we give you are key-notes to the situation - do your own pray-

ing after you get into the Kingdom.  This is the key note: I'My

thoughts and my feelings are spiritual, and are guided by the Spirit

in all their ways.0 Now, this is true if you have a consciousness

of -the S$6-it: "My thoughts-aild my feelings-are--spirituaf-that ·i-sl-

true fundamentally - and they are guided in all their ways by the

Spirit: *y thoughts and my feelings are spiritual, and they are
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I    guided in all their ways by Spirit".

Everyone get still. Still the outer, enter into the quiet-

ness and peace of the inner, with that statement, "My thoughts

and my feelings are spiritual,  and  they are guided  in all their

ways by the Spirit .

(S i l e n c e).

---     -I« -- ....... ...-
-...

1

F                The text of our lesson is the sending forth of the Seventy
1.

by Jesus to carry on his ministry. I presume it is unnecessary

to say to you that our lesson is given from the standpoint of this

Scripture, and especially that pertaining to the hi Btory of Jesus,

iB Bymbolical, or an allegory of the development in each man who

enters the regeneration, the expression of the soul or the body in

or after a perfect ideal, that image and likeness whichw as planted

potentially in every one of us in the beginning.

Now, we find that man is dual in his make up.  He has an

inner and an outer, a positive and a negative - masculine and fem-

inine. Everything nearly is in pairs.  I think probably all

--

- --- --things, wherever -you-find a-faculty,  you miy _be sur-e-that somewhere · =---2

near at hand is its mate. The two go hand in hand.
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1 Now, there is the original spiritual man, then the re-

flection of that man, a secondary man. That original man was

created, we will say, in the first Chapter of Genesis, the image

and likeness of God, and yet there was no man to till the ground.

Then   another   man,    the   Adam  man,    came   on   to   the    stage.       There    are

the two men. Then that man went on in his development and pro-

gress, and it was found that he needed a helpmeet; so the Eve was

brought forth from his subconscious, - symbolically, one of his

ribs.

Now,  in the development  of the Christ Man, there was,

first, the spiritual faculties. Those are his disciples. But there

has been another movement of mind, and this is given as the Seventy,

representing an external refl ection. We might take, as an il-

7

lustration, the rain-bow.  We know that there is always a second-

ary rain-bow. Now, if we understood that every created thing,

everything that stands   forth,   must  have this duality,   and   if  you

could understand that you had your spiritual side and your intel-

lectual, or your inner and your outer, or the subconscious and the

conscious, it would solve a good many problems for you, especially

if you would begin the study of the subconscious.

Now ' then,   most  of  us   live   in the secondary rainbow phase.

We live in the intellectual, in the outer. We haven't gotten hold

of this wonderful interior, but Jesus showed us how to lay hold of

-th6ztwelve £undamental.principles of -our.being;-and he  gave_ us  the  _-J._S

Absolute. And remember, that Jesus is the I Am, the real identity;

that he is involved in everything:  But it must express itself, and
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it expresses itself in this two-fold way.

Now, in our previous - in the previous history of Jesus,

he  called his  disciples, and they were trained and shown their

work. Now we come to the outer expre ssion. There are the feel-

ings, and the intellectual man. They must also be directed. And

this brings us to the lesson. It is a lesson on how to handle the

emotions and feelings, and how to handle the activity of the mind,

l_ _ through the brain.

We find people giving  us lessons on every side nearly,

on Telepathy, thought transference, how the brain sends out vibra-

  tions, and how it can product effects. They even weigh our thoughts

 __        and  they  pictlire_them,  and  they  tell  us that there  is  what  is  call-

ed an uN-ray" connected with all things, but especially moved by

9

i

the mindi and, as I say, there is a great awakening  here on the

part of Peychologists as to the character of the emanations from

: the brain.

Well now, this is one of the faculties of the mind, but

it is an external faculty. It has to do with this outer realm.

There are seven external senses. One of them is  the vibrations,

or the faculty of thinking, which sets up vibrations in the head,

and especially through the brain.  But that same power goes into

the subconscious and sets up vibrations in the solar plexus, and

the solar plexus being connected through your nervous system with

t.                                                                        ;      - -
- - -everything, -becomes receptive, _and _we  call _it the power  of  man  to  .

intuitively know.

 
Now the brain - it has to have its thoughts related to

LL-- -
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conditions, to surroundi ngs. It thinks in, well, in chunks; it

thinks in form and shape and size and weight; but the intuitive

thinker here just receives things without weighing them or without

comparison. It simply knows. Now, most women have the intuitive

thinking part of themselves developed much larger than men.  So a

woman's reason - they know that certain things are true, and they

don't give any reason for it. They  haven't any comparison;   they

haven't any related  facts; but the man that thinks from the head,

he will work it out in logic and in comparison, and so forth.  But

these really belong togdther. Jesus grouped them; he sent them

forth before his face, two by two.

Now, this means that the I Am in us must recognize this
--- -- -- -   i-  -  *

out er realm and-trai -it,- 6velop-it,-bring  it   into  expression.     It

i s    s en t   fo rth , and certain laws are laid down for it.  And here we

are   given   in this lesson   some of those   laws.

Now, let us see if we can't  find some of them.  Now

•7' - of course that is a symbolical number, the Seventy.  It

really means u7n increased ten-fold. :'One shall chase a thousand;

two   shall  put ten thousand to flighte.     When Jou  know that every

one of your so-called senses have a dual motion, or action - the

positive and negative; masculine and feminine, and that grouping

them in this way, sending them out as two and two, you get a much

stronger and larger result. If you know, for example, that your

eye  has an inner spiritual  eye,  and  that  you can increase the outer
-                -               -

by-laying-]ibld of -the innar,-don't you-see you -increase -the capac--

ity of your eye?  And you can strengthen a weak eye in that way.

So  we  meditate  on the Spirit,   and  we  heal  our  eyes,  and  our  ears,
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and every one of the five senses.

t'   -
1 Then again, you have two additional senses, just as I

have told you - the power of thought radiating your forces from

your brain, and the intuitive knowing here at your heart's center.

So that most of us must, if we send out our seven senses, as we

develop them, recognize these two that are still in embryo in the

majority of people have a sporadic development, but, not having

been thoroughly disciplined, they wi· 1 not develop; they don't

always develop.

Now, trained Metaphysicians are gradually getting hold

of this power of thought transference, but, as we will find a lit-

tle later in the lesson, it isn't wise to use it until you have

spiritual understanding,- As Jesus says, "Until you know that your

I

'-„-

names are written in heaven". Don't glory in your power to send

out your thought and produce results in a higher way than the

ordinary man. That is egotism and self-glorification, and it has

a tendency to build you up in this personality; but rather, re-

j oice  that  you  know the spiritual  laws;   that your names are written

in heaven.

Now, the cities and places that Jesus told thase seventy

to go to represent primarily the centers and nerve localities in

the organism. It says the harvest was plenteous, but the laborers

few. There is a great need, we know, of a fuller expression of the
-  - I.1 .

powers-of-man.==-We  needn't  --we-donlt-have-to dvell-on that -part.

Now, he told these people, this seventy, as they went forth, to

take neither purse nor script,nor wallet, and to salute no man by

L_. -.:ZI.*-----
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the 'gay. This means +hat we  should. not hamper  our  fo rces  by  load-

ing  them up in any way with ideas that pertain to, well, the

finances or the 'social or the. customs of the world or etiquette,

or this or that. They shall be absolutely free. If you want your

mind to do good work, put it into the Absolute.

Now, the average Psychometri st would   tell  you   in  the   cul-

tivation of your brain power in thought transference, that you sit

with somebody in a quiet, receptive state of mind, at an appointed

time, and send your thoughts back and forth.  Now, a Metaphysician

that understands the Christ thought, would say, "None of that; none

of thati. There is the recognition of personality.  You are trying

to carry into this new Kingdom some of the limitations of the old

kingdom.     We are coming   into   a new Kingdom  wher e there   is  a  new

relation. What is the foundation of that Kingdom? Why, absolutely,

absolutely the doing away with the limitations of mater and the

material law. So,  we would Bay to one who would develop his

thought transferance, "realize Omnipresence; don't think about per-

sons and get, if you wish, the name of the one you wish to reach -
just say the word and the Spirit will take care of it all.  Don't

burden yourself with any limitations.

Now, if you wish in this external way to demonstrate

prosperity, why, don't load yourself up with the idea of a purse.

That is a limitation.  Some people have mighty small purses, and

it  is  difficurt .sometimes .for ithem -to--git._even  a.penny.out -of  it·;  ---- -

and those purses are representative, in a way, of the character of

the mind. Did you ever Bee a man who will, Me will say, want to

1----- .
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 1· .  ·pay the news boy a penny for the paper, reach 'way down in.the bot-

-    tom of his pocket and pull out a little purse and open it and then

reach 'way down in the bottom of the purse and pull out a penny,

I and give it to the newsboy, and if he happened to give him a nickel,

he would be sure to get the four cents back; and he would put the

four cents in the bottom of his purse, and lock it up carefully, and
4

- put it 'way down in the bottom of his pocket. What    would   you    say

s-_--- of. a  man  of  that  kind?    --W'hy, you would  say  he  is a tight-wad.   Well,

you would strike it about right.

: Now, what produced that carefulness in his mind, or why

the   limitat ion of small things? He had probably been trained from
i

.   i

r -his< youth up to carry a purse,  and to  be very saving and careful
about every little cent, and he had trained his mind to do this,

and the purse had been a bondage to  him in a way..

So, one way to demonstrate a large state of mind is not

to have any purse, and that is what Jesus Christ meant. Of course,

the purse, as I say, simply represents a symbol, but it has a great

deal  to   do   with the state   of   the  min d;   and  if  you  want to demon-
.- 1--

strate the power of the Spirit in a large pay, why get some large
,-

ideas. In other words, put away from your finances all
these lim-   

r

itations of the intellect.   Cut them all out, and don't load ypur-    
self up with the wallet in which they carried their food. Donst        I  20Z

bMi think about these - that is another lesson in: Don't worry about -1 <
 ··- 7-. -what -you--shall--eal:-or--what*ou-sha-11.-drink. 3-Why,--you--aSe -goingz)60 18_kE=

IZ
r                                                                            0 0
'-              be  provided  for.     Just  get   that   out   of  your  mind. God provides  for (0
1 t.I b

those who go forth in His name. These were going forth in the    20
.-.........-=.---- -----  .  -I ----

..       , ----.../
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6     name of the Spirit.

Now, if you go forth in the name of the Spirit, why, do

it with absolute confidence and freedom, and salute no man by the

way. Don't spend any time in etiquette. If you have got a message,

tell it; tell it right out. You know those old Jews spent some-

times a B much as two hours saluting one another aB they met. They

had a long formula in which that etiquette of inquiring about the

fri ends and bowing and scraping and doing  this and doing  that  took,

as I say, two hours. Now, Jesus Christ knew that was a waste

' of time, and he said Ncut it outu. Don't salute any man at all.

Don't spend any time in unnecessary etiquette.  Just, as I say, tell

your message direct, and  then you will come to the point quickly.

And  he   then  -   the  next  point   was  ·t It  w-hen  -they ent ered      -  -

r

into a house to say CPeacen unto it; "Peace be unto this house".

Now, we have found in our experience as Metaphysiciags,that in near-

ly all of the different centers of consciousness in man there is

more  or less turmoil and discord and inharmony.     Now,   i f you-ire

a healer, or if you wish to get quick results in healing yourself,

you will find it very necessary, when you begin your treatment, to

say: uPeace, Peace be unto this house, in the name of Jesus Christe.

I had a case this morning whe. re a lady hadn't slept for several
f ·:

4 days and nights,  and it  came  to me  that she needed, above all things,

peace. And about all the treatment was: "Peace be unto this house,

in-the ·name -ofbthe  Lord -Jesils-Chr-ist.  -  If · you -are -disturbed and-ner- -

vous and wrought up, and flighty, say to yourself, uPeace be unto

this houee, in the name of neus ChristI'.  And then he said, 'If
.-
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r they don't receive this peace, why wipe the dust from off your

L.. feet".  Well, what does that mean? Why, it means that you should

deny all material under standing. The reason people don't receive

the  peace and the power of the spirit is that they don't understand

it.  Well, deny all that. That is all - just deny. Ia there is

any such thing as a lack of Spiritual understanding? If there is

only  one   mind,  and we are .all from tha-t .one mind -  live,  move and

have our being in it, it must be that we can understand.  Well, why
-----

don' t we understand? Because our minds are loaded up with mater-

ial concepts.

Now, you can erase those material concepts by wiping the

dust of materiality from your feet. In other words, denying  all

·-----material- thoughts -from your-·conscious mind,- -your  understanding   ----1-1.-1-

mind.  All at once you will came into a clearer perception

of the Spirit.

Then Jesus said to *hen: "Heal the sick, and say

unto them "The Kingdom of God is come nigh unto youu.  This,

to us, is one of the important features, because it is the sum-

ming up of the work.  When we have attained the power to con-

trol the thoughts of the mind, and the feelings of the body, we

have reached a point where we can heal the sick; and all heal-

ing of the sick is a simple process if you have laid hold of

these fundamental principles and trained your mind, trained

your__word,- -so__that you. m-n go-»lth and sp-ek to these demons,  -.-

which are just thoughts in the mind. Tell them that there is

no longer any fear of the scorpion,  of' the Berpent,  which is

L. --
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.this stinging sense which every one gets if he fails to ob-

A- .-- ---

-

- serve the law. Man, in his spiritual understanding, can go

into these outer realm s,   this   feeling  man, this flesh  man,

and wipe this all out. It isn't a very difficult proposition.

Then Jesus Baid, "Behold, I saw Satan as lightning

falling from heaven s.     What   does that mean?    Who is satan?

Why, it is personality, isn't it? The adversary is satan.

-And what is the adversary in man's mind?  Why, that adverse

state of consciousness that doesn't believe in the power of

the Spirit.  And when all of your faculties are under the

dominion  of  the  I  Am, the Christ  word,  what.becomes of person-

ality?  Why, it simply drops from the heavenly state that it
- ..1- .----- -- -       --/.   .-i.---* - 4--- - .--I .-

has set up. It has Bet up the idea that it is the king in the

kingdom of heaven, and when you declane the truth, the personality

simply drops  like chained lightning; disappears.  You will find

that you can whittle down your personality.  It is a mere nothing

if you will quietly deny in the name of the Spirit, all personal

dominion. And the law works Bo beautifully; it works so quickly
- -il -

at times that we almost are inclined to be puffed up with our power   - .
and we come rejoicing to the Lord and say *Why, even the devils       

EQ CO
are subject to our word". Then we must be a little careful - not . Wr2

Or
let the personal man, or the personal identity get puffed up with LL 0

01
its power. In other words, dan't seek the healing, don't seek

these 8 &
I_Z___

,_     ·2  exte.rnallsigns Qtbecause   they .are   only -temporary.  -_The_real  thint--is.. -b  _ t-
that your name, your understanding is written in heaven.  That        /

Z
=Dis   the real point  o f  the  1 esson,   that we shall bring  all  of  these

L_--_jeowers. not -onli thewith:in,  bgt--the_igthouts  into.the.Kingdom of
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r          God,-  and we shall  know  that the whole man, Spirit,   Soul  and  Body,

i    are identified with the Universal Mind, and that we  are  enveloped
r

r_- .   _in·-a _great..redeeming Substance and Life,-and.that .we are. brought

into the Kingdom through the power of the Spirit.

11:34 A. M.
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